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State of North Carolina
General Court of Justice
Twenty-Sixth Prosecutorial District
Mecklenburg County

7 00 EAST TRADE STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
TELEPHONE: 704-686-0700
FAX: 704-686-0716

August 14, 2019
Chief Kerr Putney
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
601 East Trade Street, 3rd floor
Charlotte, NC 28202
Re: Danquirs Franklin Death Investigation
Dear Chief Putney:
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 7A-61, my office has reviewed the investigation surrounding the
shooting death of Danquirs Franklin on March 25, 2019. The case was investigated by the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department (CMPD) under complaint number 2019-0325-090102. The purpose of this review was to examine whether the actions of Officer Wende Kerl were
unlawful when she shot and killed the decedent in a confrontation at the Burger King located at
2601 Beatties Ford Road.
At approximately 9:01 a.m. on March 25, 2019, CMPD received calls for service relating
to (1) an armed man inside the Burger King pointing a gun at an employee and (2) a male who
appeared to be pulling a gun on the female caller while she was in her vehicle at the Burger King
drive-thru. Officers Larry Deal and Wende Kerl responded to the calls, arriving at the Burger
King approximately two minutes after the second 9-1-1 call. Upon arriving, Officers Deal and
Kerl encountered the decedent, who matched the description of the armed subject, squatting next
to the open passenger door of a dark red Honda Accord. During an approximately 36-second
encounter, Officers Deal and Kerl gave the decedent various commands to which he did not
respond until ultimately producing a loaded Black Ruger LCP .380 automatic pistol (1) (2) (3).
Upon seeing the firearm, Officer Kerl discharged her weapon two times, striking and killing the
decedent. Two shell casings (1) (2) were located by crime scene investigators. Officer Deal did
not fire during the encounter.
Beginning with my initial response to the scene of this incident, I personally monitored
the investigation along with another senior Assistant District Attorney (ADA). I reviewed the
investigative file as provided by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department. Finally,
consistent with the District Attorney’s Office Officer-Involved Shooting Protocol, this case was
presented for review to a team comprised of the office’s most experienced prosecutors.
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A.

The role of the District Attorney under North Carolina law

The District Attorney (DA) for the 26th Prosecutorial District is a state official and, as
such, does not answer to city or county governments within the prosecutorial district. The
District Attorney is the chief law enforcement official of the 26th Judicial District, the boundaries
of which are the same as the County of Mecklenburg. The District Attorney has no
administrative authority or control over the personnel of CMPD or other police agencies within
the jurisdiction. That authority and control resides with each city or county government.
Pursuant to North Carolina statute, one of the District Attorney’s obligations is to advise
law enforcement agencies within the prosecutorial district. The DA does not arrest people or
charge people with crimes. When the police charge a person with a crime, the DA decides
whether or not to prosecute the charged crime. Generally, the DA does not review police
decisions not to charge an individual with a crime. However, in officer-involved shooting cases,
the DA reviews the complete investigative file of the investigating agency. The DA then decides
whether he agrees or disagrees with the charging decision made by the police. If the DA
concludes that uncharged conduct should be prosecuted, the case will be submitted to a Grand
Jury.
If no criminal charges are filed, that does not mean the District Attorney’s Office believes
the matter was in all respects handled appropriately from an administrative or tactical viewpoint.
It is simply a determination that there is not a reasonable likelihood of proving criminal charges
beyond a reasonable doubt unanimously to a jury. This is the limit of the DA’s statutory
authority in these matters. The fact that a shooting may be controversial does not mean that
criminal prosecution is warranted. Even if the District Attorney believes a shooting was
avoidable or an officer did not follow expected procedures or norms, this does not necessarily
amount to a violation of criminal law. In these circumstances, remedies (if any are appropriate)
may be pursued by administrative or civil means. The DA has no administrative or civil authority
in these matters. Those remedies are primarily in the purview of city and county governments,
police departments and private civil attorneys.
B.

Legal standards

The law recognizes an inherent right to use deadly force to protect oneself or others from
death or great bodily harm. This core legal principle is referred to as the right to “self-defense.”
A police officer does not lose the right to self-defense by virtue of becoming a police officer.
Officers are entitled to the same protections of the law as every other individual. An imminent
threat to the life of a police officer entitles the officer to respond in such a way as to stop that
threat.
Under North Carolina law, the burden of proof is on the State to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that a defendant did not act in self-defense. The Supreme Court of North
Carolina defined the law of self-defense in State v. Norris, 303 N.C. 526 (1981). A killing is
justified under North Carolina law if it appeared to a person that it was necessary to kill in order
to save himself or another from death or great bodily harm. The law requires that the belief in the
necessity to kill must be reasonable under the circumstances. Id. at 530.
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C.

Use of deadly force by a law enforcement officer

The same legal standards apply to law enforcement officers and private citizens alike.
However, officers fulfilling their sworn duty to enforce the laws of this State are often placed in
situations in which they are required to confront rather than avoid potentially dangerous people
and situations.
The United States Supreme Court stated, “[t]he ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of
force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with
the 20/20 vision of hindsight.” Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989). The Court further
explained that “[t]he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police
officers are often forced to make split-second judgments – in circumstances that are tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular
situation.” Id. at 396–97. A situation in which an officer is confronting an armed person with
uncertain motives is by definition dangerous, and such a circumstance will almost always be
tense, uncertain and rapidly evolving. In these circumstances, we are not deciding whether the
officer’s belief in the need to use deadly force was correct but only whether his or her belief in
the necessity of such force was reasonable.
In conducting a legal analysis, this office must take its guidance from the law, and a
decision must not be based upon public sentiment or outcry. The obligation of a District Attorney
is clear; he must simply apply the law to the known facts.
What the law demands is an evaluation of the reasonableness of the officer’s decision at
the moment he or she fired the shot. The Supreme Court of the United States has provided
guidance on what is objectively reasonable and how such an analysis should be conducted. That
guidance indicates that it is inappropriate to employ “the 20/20 vision of hindsight,” and an
analysis must make “allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make splitsecond judgments.” Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. at 396.
As stated by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, “The [law] does not require police
officers to wait until a suspect shoots to confirm that a serious threat of harm exists.” The Court
suggests that when reviewing use of force cases, caution should be used to avoid analysis “more
reflective of the ‘peace of a judge’s chambers’ than of a dangerous and threatening situation on
the street.” Elliot v. Leavitt, 99 F.3d. 640, 643 (4th Cir. 1996).
D.

The officer-involved shooting of Danquirs Franklin

Two officers, Officers Larry Deal and Wende Kerl, were present at the time of this
encounter. Several civilian witnesses were present for the events leading up to and including the
decedent’s fatal engagement with police. In addition, various portions of the events were
captured by surveillance video and cellphone video. Although some of the information provided
by the civilian witnesses and video evidence encompasses details of events occurring prior to
Officers Deal and Kerl’s arrival that would not have been known to Officers Deal and Kerl at the
time of the encounter, this information is relevant to the legal analysis of this incident. Were
Officer Kerl to be charged in this matter, a jury could potentially hear information relating to
these events because it “complet[es] the story of a crime by proving the immediate context of
events near in time and place.” State v. Sexton, 153 N.C. App. 641 (2002). This is sometimes
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called the “complete story rule.” In light of this plausibility, a summary of each witness’ account
follows.1
Officer Wende Kerl
A round count conducted at the Law Enforcement Center on Officer Kerl’s service
weapon showed Officer Kerl to be in possession of two full magazines and 14 live rounds, which
indicates two missing rounds.
Officer Kerl was interviewed at the Law Enforcement Center on March 27, 2019. On the
morning of March 25, 2019, Officer Kerl was operating vehicle 218, which was not equipped
with a digital motor vehicle recorder (DMVR),2 but she was wearing her body-worn camera. She
recounted that she was at the CMPD Metro Division team office and was outside of her car
talking to Officer Deal when she received a priority one call that there was an armed man inside
the Burger King, chasing someone and brandishing a weapon.3 She and Officer Deal left the
team office immediately, and she followed Officer Deal down Beatties Ford Road.4
While enroute, Officer Kerl received information that the suspect5 was a black male
wearing a dark gray or black jacket.6 Officer Deal’s vehicle was still in front of hers as they were
about to turn left into the Burger King. Officer Kerl reported that, at this point, an officer with
the Real Time Crime Center (RTCC) at CMPD Headquarters broadcasted over the radio that a
black male who fit the description wearing a gray jacket had walked outside of the Burger King
and was standing next to a red Honda.7 Officer Kerl stated that Officer Deal entered the parking
lot first and parked behind the Honda Accord. Officer Kerl parked behind it on the left.8 Officer
Kerl recalled that Officer Deal immediately drew his weapon and started yelling “drop the
weapon.”9 Officer Kerl got out of her car and drew her weapon, but all she could see from her
vantage point at that time was a passenger in the red Honda Accord. She could not see exactly
where Officer Deal was pointing, but he was pointing his weapon next to the passenger as if
something was below him.10
Officer Kerl stated that she crossed in front of Officer Deal and observed the suspect,
who was wearing a dark gray jacket, squatting with his hands between his legs and facing a
passenger who was seated in the Honda. The passenger door to the Honda was open. Officer
Kerl stated she perceived this squatting as a threat to the passenger because she did not know
1

Witnesses who did not identify themselves publicly in media interviews or otherwise are not identified by name in
this document. To name those who did not publicly identify themselves could have a chilling effect on witness
cooperation in other cases.
2
Kerl Transcript pp. 6-7.
3
Kerl Transcript pp. 9, 22.
4
Kerl Transcript p.9.
5
References to the decedent, Danquirs Franklin, as “suspect” or “subject” in the narratives of Officers Kerl and Deal
are included to accurately depict language each officer used in their interviews with investigators.
6
Kerl Transcript p.10.
7
Kerl Transcript p.10.
8
Kerl Transcript p.10.
9
Kerl Transcript p.10.
10
Kerl Transcript pp. 10, 24.
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who he was or what had happened prior to her arrival.11 On the other side of the suspect, to his
rear, was a small gray car.12 Officer Kerl explained that she took the position she did because it
gave her a good view of the suspect’s hands, the passenger, and her partner, and she believed she
could fall back behind the silver vehicle for cover, if necessary.13
Officer Kerl recounted that it appeared as if the suspect was concealing his hands.14 She
stated she could only see the top part of his hands.15 Because of the nature of the call, Officer
Kerl stated that she and Officer Deal were assuming the weapon was in his hands and they
continued to tell him to “drop the weapon.” Because she could not see the suspect’s hands, she
assumed the weapon was in his hands.16 Officer Kerl further detailed that the call for service
stated he had a weapon and he had pulled it out inside the Burger King. She believed he still had
the weapon in his hand and she could not see what or what was not in his hand.17 She later added
that she based the command to “drop the weapon” on the call for service, which said he had a
weapon inside and was chasing someone, the fact that she could not completely see his hands,
and the way he was holding what of his hands she could see. She said these factors combined
suggested to her he had a weapon in his hands.18 Officer Kerl stated that at this point in the
encounter she did not see a weapon, but because the information contained in the call said that he
had a weapon and she could not see his hands, she was not taking any chances.19 Officer Kerl
recalled that she and Officer Deal gave multiple commands and were yelling for the suspect to
“drop the weapon, let me see your hands, drop the weapon.”20 Officer Kerl did not recall every
command she gave to the suspect, but she recalled telling him to drop the weapon repeatedly.21
Officer Kerl stated that the suspect “was not complying, he wasn’t talking, he was just looking
back and forth and just wasn’t saying anything.”22 She and Officer Deal asked the suspect
repeatedly to drop the weapon. When asked what response or compliance she was looking for,
Officer Kerl stated that she was looking for the suspect to:
[J]ust drop it out of [his] hand, or to say okay, you know
acknowledge me, I am gonna drop it or wherever the weapon is
they’ll tell you, and come up with nothing in their hands. That was
not happening. He wasn’t moving. He wasn’t communicating. He
wasn’t following my directions or instructions.23
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Kerl Transcript p.43.
Kerl Transcript p.26.
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Kerl Transcript pp. 44-45.
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Kerl Transcript p.34.
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Kerl Transcript p.11.
16
Kerl Transcript pp. 11, 43, 53.
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Kerl Transcript pp. 33, 53, 56.
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Kerl Transcript pp. 37, 56.
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Kerl Transcript p.28.
20
Kerl Transcript pp. 28, 36.
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Kerl Transcript p.36.
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Kerl Transcript p.29.
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Kerl Transcript p.34.
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Officer Kerl reported that during the encounter with the suspect, a female and a male
walked near the suspect. Officer Kerl yelled at them to move out of the way for their safety, and
the male pulled the female back toward the front of the business.24 Neither the male nor female
said anything to Officer Kerl to make her believe the suspect was no longer a threat.25
Officer Kerl reported that she and Officer Deal continued to give the suspect commands
to drop the weapon. She did not hear any conversation between the subject and the passenger in
the Accord.26 She noted she heard other noises such as hearing a woman say to lock the door and
hearing a woman yelling and people screaming.27
Officer Kerl recounted that, during this time, the suspect had a very strange stare. He
never said a word. She reported that the suspect “looked at the passenger, and would look over to
where the female had moved to, and then he would look directly at [Officer Kerl] with a very
strange blank stare as if he was contemplating something.” 28 She believed the suspect did this
twice.29 Officer Kerl later reiterated that “you could tell with the stare he was contemplating
something.”30 Officer Kerl recalled that the second time he stared at her for a second or two and
then looked at the passenger. That is when she saw him slowly move his hand into his jacket.31
Officer Kerl believed it was his left hand that moved into his jacket.32 She did not believe she
could see his right hand.33 Officer Kerl recounted that although she could not see exactly where
the suspect was reaching, he appeared to slowly reach inside of his jacket, not into a pocket.34
Officer Kerl recalled that “[the suspect] pulled out a small black gun and as I saw him pull it out
and start to turn I felt a lethal threat for my life, and the passenger’s, and for my partner and I
shot [the suspect].”35 She further indicated that it “appeared [the gun] was going to turn toward
the passenger or continue to turn to myself or my partner.”36 Additionally, she stated that “[the
suspect] had the handle and it looked like it was…gonna come around, but I didn’t wait for it to
come all the way around, because I didn’t know if he was going to shoot the passenger or
continue to come around.”37 Officer Kerl did not recall which direction the muzzle was pointed.
She simply recalled seeing the black weapon and [the suspect] starting to turn his wrist.38 She
indicated she was not able to retreat for cover once she saw the gun.39 Though other evidence
suggests otherwise, Officer Kerl’s recollection was that when she saw the firearm, she yelled
24

Kerl Transcript pp. 11, 28, 29.
Kerl Transcript p.52.
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Kerl Transcript p.42.
27
Kerl Transcript pp. 13, 30, 51.
28
Kerl Transcript p.11.
29
Kerl Transcript p.30.
30
Kerl Transcript p.35.
31
Kerl Transcript p.30.
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Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera footage depicts the suspect retrieving the weapon with his right hand. Her bodyworn camera footage will be addressed later in this report.
33
Kerl Transcript pp. 31, 35.
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Kerl Transcript pp. 11, 31, 45, 47, 48.
35
Kerl Transcript p.12.
36
Kerl Transcript pp. 35, 46.
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Kerl Transcript p.32.
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Kerl Transcript p.55.
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Kerl Transcript p.45.
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“gun” and “drop the weapon.”40 She stated the suspect did not comply fast enough and she shot
twice.41 Officer Kerl stated that Officer Deal did not fire his weapon.42
Officer Kerl recalled that after firing, she picked up the suspect’s firearm and secured it
on the rear of the car that was to her right.43 Officer Kerl then requested multiple additional units
over the radio while Officer Deal tried to request medic and fire.44 When additional units arrived,
she turned over custody of the suspect’s firearm and was placed inside of her vehicle and taken
to the hospital.45
Officer Kerl stated that she has been employed with CMPD for 24 years and has had to
draw her weapon multiple times in the line of duty but has never discharged her weapon at a
suspect.46 Having had time to reflect, she still believed the suspect posed an imminent threat and
she believed she made the correct decision.47
Officer Larry Deal
A round count was conducted on Officer Deal’s service weapon at the Law Enforcement
Center after the incident. All of his rounds were present.
Officer Deal was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center on March 27,
2019. He has been employed with CMPD since October 2001. On the morning of March 25,
2019, he was operating vehicle 426, which is not equipped with a DMVR.48 Officer Deal was
scheduled to report for his shift at 9 a.m. He was at the team office in his patrol car when the
priority call came in from dispatch.49 He was not wearing his body-worn camera. Officer Deal
reported that he had worked the previous night at the Spectrum Center directing traffic, and his
body-worn camera was still on his traffic vest from the previous evening. He had not yet put it
on for his shift as he was just reporting to work when the priority one call came out.50 Officer
Deal reported that he has two body-worn cameras, but his second body-worn camera had been
malfunctioning.
Officer Deal stated that the call came out as a priority one call for service at the Burger
King regarding an armed subject with a gun who went around the corner and is possibly fighting
someone at that location.51 Officers Deal and Kerl both requested dispatch to assign them to the
call.52 Dispatch provided a description of the subject as Officer Deal was travelling to the Burger

Kerl Transcript p.44. Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera footage does not depict additional commands being given
after the suspect produced the firearm.
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Kerl Transcript pp. 12, 44, 47.
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Kerl Transcript p.44.
43
Kerl Transcript pp. 13, 41.
44
Kerl Transcript pp. 13, 44.
45
Kerl Transcript pp. 13-14.
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Kerl Transcript p.50.
47
Kerl Transcript p.60.
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Deal Transcript pp. 6-7.
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Deal Transcript p.8.
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Deal Transcript pp. 27, 44.
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Deal Transcript pp. 8, 17.
52
Deal Transcript p.8.
40
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King.53 Officer Deal recalled that while he was on his way to the call, an officer with the RTCC
stated over the radio that he was monitoring a camera in the vicinity and saw the subject walk out
of the Burger King and toward a maroon colored car. The RTCC officer informed officers that
they would see the car as they pulled into the parking lot. Officer Deal recalled that he did, in
fact, see the maroon car as he pulled in.54 Officer Deal did not recall the RTCC officer stating
whether he saw a weapon. Officer Deal stated there was a lot of information coming in and that
he was processing information from multiple sources, including 9-1-1, the dispatcher, and the
RTCC.55
Officer Deal recounted that when he arrived on scene, he positioned his car to the rear of
the Honda at a 45-degree angle.56 When he arrived on scene, there were two people inside the
Honda, a driver and a passenger. The suspect was crouched next to the open passenger door of
the Honda.57 Officer Deal stated that he immediately got out of his vehicle. He did not hear the
suspect say anything to the passenger.58 Officer Deal recounted that upon getting out of his
vehicle, he drew his service weapon and gave loud verbal commands to “let me see your hands.”
The suspect did not respond and did not give any indication he was going to comply with their
commands.59 Officer Deal recalled that the suspect was “looking.” Officer Deal stated “[i]t was
almost as though he was looking into the vehicle, but I mean he wasn’t acknowledging us, there
was no indication he was gonna comply with our commands.”60 Officer Deal explained that:
[C]ompliance would have been the subject raising his hands so that
I could see his hands so that it would be…less threatening; him
laying down on the ground, even acknowledging us. But there was
none of that. There was no acknowledgment at all, to either myself
or to Officer Kerl.61
Officer Deal later reiterated that the subject never announced he had a weapon, said he
was dropping the weapon, put his hands up, nor showed his hands.62
Officer Deal stated that the subject was crouched down between the open passenger side
door of the Honda and the vehicle to the suspect’s rear. He could not see the subject’s hands,
only the upper portion of his body.63 Officer Deal stated that Officer Kerl got out of her car and
drew her weapon. She crossed in front of him and became the primary contact officer. Officer
Deal kept his weapon trained on the suspect and gave multiple loud verbal commands to “let me
see your hands.”64
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Deal Transcript p.9.
Deal Transcript p.9.
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Deal Transcript p.26.
56
Deal Transcript p.9.
57
Deal Transcript pp. 10, 16.
58
Deal Transcript pp. 23, 27.
59
Deal Transcript pp. 10, 18, 19.
60
Deal Transcript p. 19.
61
Deal Transcript pp. 29-30.
62
Deal Transcript p.45.
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Deal Transcript pp. 18, 19, 31.
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Deal Transcript p.10.
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Officer Deal recalled that Officer Kerl positioned herself face-to-face with the suspect
and there was no barrier between her and the suspect.65 Officer Deal was at the back right corner
of the Honda and was to Officer Kerl’s left at this point. He was providing cover to Officer Kerl
and was trying to focus on the two individuals in the car, as well as the suspect.66 He stated that
he continued to give loud verbal commands to “let me see your hands.”67
Officer Deal recalled that he could see the front of the suspect’s jacket.68 Officer Deal’s
recollection was that he and Officer Kerl gave commands to “let me see your hands” up until the
point that the suspect pulled the weapon out of his jacket pocket, at which point they began
saying “drop the gun.”69 In a later recollection in the same interview, suggesting some
uncertainty on the sequence of events, Officer Deal said that he may have given the command to
“drop the gun” before actually seeing the gun.70 Officer Deal stated that even though he had not
seen the gun, he had reason to believe the suspect was armed based on the information he had
received up until this point.71
Officer Deal recalled that the suspect very casually looked up at the officers, then looked
back toward the inside of the Honda.72 The suspect then reached into his jacket pocket and pulled
out a compact handgun.73 Though his precise sequencing of events does not appear to be
corroborated by other available evidence, Officer Deal’s recollection was that after the suspect
produced a gun, he and Officer Kerl gave commands for the subject to drop the weapon, but he
was not acknowledging or complying with commands almost as if they were not there.74
Officer Deal believed the subject pulled the gun out from the right side of his jacket using
his right hand.75 Officer Deal recalled that “the weapon was positioned as though he was getting
ready to draw, it wasn’t pointed at the ground. It was pointed over towards…it would have been
towards us as he pulled it out of his jacket with his right hand.”76 When asked which way the
barrel of the weapon was pointed, Officer Deal stated:
I could see the way that the gun…as he was retrieving the gun out
of his jacket pocket which way the gun was pointed which it would
have been in our general direction. Meaning that if as he pulled it
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Deal Transcript p.10.
Deal Transcript pp. 10, 22, 23.
67
Deal Transcript p.23.
68
Deal Transcript p.24.
69
Deal Transcript p.32
70
Deal Transcript pp. 32-33. It is clear from the entirety of Officer Deal’s interview that he is not entirely sure of the
order in which the commands were given. Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera shows the two officers giving
commands to “let me see your hands” followed by commands to “drop the gun” prior to the gun being produced by
the suspect.
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Deal Transcript pp. 34, 41.
72
Deal Transcript pp. 10, 23.
73
Deal Transcript pp. 11, 25, 35.
74
Deal Transcript pp. 11, 24. Again, Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera does not corroborate any commands being
given to the suspect in the short time between the suspect producing the gun and the shooting.
75
Deal Transcript p.31.
76
Deal Transcript p.26.
66
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out the gun would have been pointed at us…it would have been
pointed at Officer Kerl.77
Officer Deal recalled the suspect was not holding the gun by a finger or two. “I mean it
was…a full grip. So, he had it palmed in his hand – it was a grip – he had a grip on the gun.”78
Officer Deal did not believe the suspect was trying to hold the gun with his fingertips to drop it
to the ground. He believed the suspect “was going to pull that weapon, retrieve it from his jacket
pocket, and shoot the weapon – fire the weapon at us.”79 Officer Deal stated that he perceived a
threat “to our lives and their lives.”80 Officer Deal further explained that the moment the subject
went into his jacket was a threat. “I didn’t know what he was going for…the information that I
received was that he was armed with a gun. So, he’s going inside his jacket pocket and pulls the
weapon out.”81
Officer Deal recalled that Officer Kerl fired twice. He said he did not fire because it
happened quickly and he was focusing on all three individuals (the driver who exited the Honda,
the unknown passenger who remained in the Honda, and the suspect next to the Honda).82
Officer Deal estimated it was two to three seconds from when he first saw the gun to shots being
fired.83 Officer Deal stated that Officer Kerl was in the best position to engage the suspect
explaining that she was face-to-face with the suspect, and he was at the rear of the vehicle.84
Officer Deal stated that if he had been in Officer Kerl’s position, he would have fired as well.85
Officer Deal recounted that after the shooting, Officer Kerl secured the firearm that the
suspect was pulling from his jacket pocket and placed it on the trunk of the car that was parked
beside them.86 Officer Deal made contact with the passenger, not knowing who he was or if there
was another weapon on scene. Officer Deal told him to keep his hands on the dash.87 Officer
Deal stated he then checked the suspect and determined him to be non-responsive. He requested
medic and fire who provided aid when they arrived.88 He had the passenger exit the vehicle
through the driver’s side and patted him down for a weapon.89 Officer Deal recalled he learned
the passenger was the manager and the person who was crouched down at his door had been in a
relationship with one of his employees up until about two months ago. The employee had started
dating another employee at the restaurant.90 Officer Deal was then escorted by Officer Walsh to
Sgt. Overcash’s car.91
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K.J. (Burger King employee)
K.J. was interviewed at the Law Enforcement Center. K.J. stated she was working as the
assistant manager on the morning of March 25, 2019. A.L. and T.S. were also working. The
decedent, who is the father of A.L.’s children, came into the store. K.J. described the decedent as
a black male, approximately 6 feet tall, slim to average build, wearing a gray and black jacket,
short hair, and in his 20s. The decedent had two of A.L.’s daughters with him.
K.J. recalled that when the decedent came inside, he was not in his right mind. K.J. called
9-1-1. The decedent came inside looking for T.S. The decedent chased T.S. outside. R.N. locked
the door to the dining room. The decedent was able to pull the door open, and he came back
inside. The decedent hit A.L., and she fell to the ground. The decedent was in possession of a
small, black handgun. He jumped on the counter and pointed the handgun out in an aggressive
manner. K.J. did not see from where the decedent pulled the gun. The decedent was very upset
and then went after A.L. again.
The general manager arrived at the store and was outside in his car by the front door.
A.L. was still inside. Two officers arrived on the scene: a man and a woman. K.J. heard a lot of
yelling by the officers. K.J. recalled the officers were telling the decedent to either put his hands
up or put his hands down. The officers were giving loud commands and she heard them repeat
the commands at least two times. She said she then heard three to four shots fired, though
available evidence does not corroborate this impression.
T.S. (Burger King employee)
T.S. was interviewed at the Law Enforcement Center. T.S. stated that he works at the
Burger King and clocked in on March 25, 2019, at 7:40 a.m. T.S was dating a coworker, A.L.,
who also works at the Burger King. A.L. called him that morning because she was the only cook
and needed help, so he came in to work. T.S. knew A.L. had two children with someone named
Danquarius [sic]. T.S. stated that he and A.L. have been dating for about two months and went
apartment shopping the previous weekend, and they were planning on moving in together the
following week. T.S. stated that the father of A.L.’s children somehow obtained T.S.’s phone
number and started texting and calling him, threating to hurt him and shoot him. On the morning
of the shooting, Danquarius [sic] started threatening him over the phone, and T.S. blocked the
number.
While T.S. was at work on the morning of March 25, 2019, A.L. told him that her ex was
on the way to the Burger King and that he should leave. Her ex arrived at the Burger King and
started chasing him around the inside and outside of the store. He knew the decedent had a gun
because A.L. had told him about a gun that the decedent owned. The decedent pushed A.L. to the
ground. The decedent chased him around the Burger King twice and pointed the gun at him the
second time as he was being chased, but T.S. was already rounding the corner, so he did not
think the decedent had time to shoot. The decedent had both arms extended like he was aiming
the gun. T.S. was able to run around the drive-thru area and managed to run through the bushes
to the 7-Eleven store next door, and that is when the police arrived. He did not see what
happened when police arrived.
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A.L. (Mother of the decedent’s children)
A.L. was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center. A.L. advised she was
the mother of the decedent’s children, and they had recently broken off their relationship. She
had been with the decedent for 11 years total, although they had broken up several times. She
described an incident that occurred a few weeks earlier when she learned from police that the
decedent was threatening to shoot her. He was ultimately admitted for evaluation at Behavioral
Health at the time of that incident. He stayed there for four to five days. She advised it was at
that time she had decided to end their relationship.
A.L. advised that the decedent had been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and she thought
he had been taking his medication. She further advised he would drink on a regular basis even
while he was on his medication. She did not know whether he was taking any other medications
or using any illicit drugs. A.L. further advised that when the decedent was admitted to
Behavioral Health, she decided to hide his firearm, a Ruger, since he had been threatening to
shoot her. She described moving the firearm from under the mattress to a location under the
passenger seat of her vehicle. She said she met with the decedent on March 24, 2019, and as they
were sitting in her vehicle talking, he found his firearm that she had hidden.
A.L. stated that the decedent had been threatening T.S. via text messages. A.L. advised
that she was at work when she received a call from the decedent, who stated that he was coming
to her workplace. She advised he was upset and she was concerned for her safety and the safety
of her coworkers. A.L. knew he had a gun and told her manager to lock the doors. She stated that
given what was going on with him, she was concerned for everyone else’s safety. A.L. stated she
told her manager what was going on, and employees were directed to call 9-1-1 if he came to the
restaurant. A.L. advised the decedent arrived at Burger King with two of her children, ages 4 and
7. She described the decedent as being very irate and that he started looking for a coworker of
hers, T.S., who she had been dating. She advised the decedent began chasing T.S. around the
kitchen area of the restaurant, and the decedent ultimately pulled out a gun. The employees told
T.S. to run. She described T.S. as running out of the business. She believed that if T.S. had
stayed, the decedent would have shot him. The decedent put the gun away and was trying to run
after T.S. A.L. advised she attempted to calm the decedent down, but he ultimately slung her to
the ground.
A.L. advised a short time later the general manager arrived at the restaurant, and the
decedent walked to the general manager’s car and knelt down beside the car and was crying in
her boss’ arms. She advised it appeared the two of them were talking when the police arrived.
She advised she did not see the gun in the hands of the decedent when he was beside the car.
A.L. stated that her boss was telling the decedent to take it out and put it down because all the
police knew was that he was armed and “when you feel like a person is armed…you just don’t
take no risk….” A.L. stated that the police repeatedly asked the decedent to put his gun down,
but she knew he had already put it up. She went outside to calm him down, but police told her to
go back into business. She stated that it seemed like the police knew they were going to shoot
him. She advised she was inside when she heard two gunshots.
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T.G. (Burger King general manager)
T.G. was interviewed at the Law Enforcement Center. T.G., who is the general manager
of the Burger King, stated he received a telephone call on the morning of March 25, 2019, from
the store manager K.J. regarding A.L. having problems with the father of her children. K.J.
informed T.G. that the decedent was on the way to the restaurant. T.G. told K.J. to call 9-1-1 if
he showed up.
While on the way to the Burger King, T.G. received a telephone call from S.M., a cashier
at the Burger King. S.M. informed him the decedent was inside the restaurant with a gun. T.G.
stated he arrived in the parking lot with his wife, who was dropping him off there. While in the
parking lot, he observed the decedent kicking and banging on the door to the restaurant. He
described the decedent as being in a total rage. T.G. stated the decedent is the father of A.L.’s
children, and he had been at the restaurant before with the kids.
While sitting in the front passenger seat of his vehicle, T.G. opened the car door and
asked the decedent what was going on. The decedent walked right next to T.G.’s car and asked
where T.S. was. The decedent kneeled and began speaking to T.G. while T.G. was still seated in
the front passenger seat. T.G. stated he is in the ministry, and he began to pray with the decedent.
While speaking with him, the decedent told T.G., “she let him in the house.”
Seconds later, the police arrived behind his vehicle and began giving the decedent verbal
commands to drop the weapon. The weapon was concealed. T.G. stated he did not see a weapon
in the decedent’s hand. When they were telling him to drop the weapon, the decedent was just
“staring at a gaze.” The decedent was not saying anything to T.G. and not responding to officers.
T.G. told him not to do anything stupid, and the decedent did not respond. T.G. said “he was just
in a daze.” The weapon was concealed in the decedent’s coat. It looked like it was tucked into his
jacket or jogging pant area. T.G. saw the decedent reach for the gun. That was the first time he
had seen the firearm.
While still kneeling in the door of T.G.’s vehicle, the decedent reached to his side and
pulled a handgun slowly from his front jacket or pants area. T.G. explained that the decedent did
not reach aggressively, but he would not speculate on the decedent’s mindset. He described that
the decedent’s motion was very slow, but he was still pulling out a gun. He did not know what
the decedent was going to do. T.G. stated, “I didn’t know if I was getting ready to get shot or
whatever. I just know they were saying drop the weapon so okay.” As the decedent was
removing the handgun, the police shot him. T.G. demonstrated how the decedent was holding the
firearm. T.G. stated police then gave him verbal commands to put his hands on the dashboard,
and he complied.
A.G. (Wife of the general manager)
A.G. was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center. A.G. stated that she
was the driver of the burgundy vehicle that pulled into the parking lot. Her husband, T.G., is the
manager of the Burger King. A.G. stated that they were on the way to the Burger King when
T.G. got a call from a female employee about someone acting disorderly. Her husband appeared
to know what was going on. T.G. told the employee to lock the doors so no one would get hurt.
A.G. stated that when they pulled up to the Burger King, she could see the decedent inside,
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beating on the glass door with his elbow. She could not see anything in his hands at that point.
A.G. stated that she stopped her husband from getting out because she did not want him to get
hurt. The decedent came out and asked T.G., “Where is he?” and T.G. said he didn’t know. T.G.
was trying to calm the decedent down, and the decedent hugged her husband. A.G. stated that the
police pulled up and told the man to put the gun down. When she heard that, A.G. got out of the
car and walked away from the vehicle because she was not sure what was happening. She kept
hearing the police say, “put the gun down, put the gun down,” and she told the decedent to put
the gun down if he had one. She recalled the police saying “put the gun down” at least four
times. A.G. advised she looked at the decedent and the decedent was looking at her with a blank
stare like he had zoned out, and then she heard the shots.
A.G. could not see whether the decedent had a gun or was holding a gun from her
position. She stated that T.G. also told the decedent to put the gun down. She heard two to three
shots. She did not know who fired the shots. She walked to the other Burger King doors, and one
of the employees inside let her in.
S.M. (Burger King cashier)
S.M. was interviewed at the Law Enforcement Center. S.M. stated that she was working
at the Burger King on the morning of March 25, 2019. She stated she was at work when all of a
sudden, the father of A.L.’s children barged into the restaurant and said, “Where’s he at, where’s
he at?” The decedent went to the back area looking for T.S. and started aggressively chasing him
around the kitchen area and threatening to kill T.S. Everyone was telling T.S to run. T.S
managed to run out of the door, and the decedent chased after him. A.L. tried to stop the
decedent from going outside, but he pushed her to the ground. As T.S. was running away, S.M.
saw the decedent with a gun in his hand, waving it around, fighting and yelling at A.L. with the
gun. At one point, she saw the decedent talking to A.L. and waving the gun in his hand, telling
her “this was all her [expletive] fault.” She stated that she was scared for her life, so she left the
Burger King before the police arrived.
J.T. (Burger King employee)
J.T. was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center. J.T. advised she
overheard a conversation A.L. was having with the manager about her boyfriend, who was on the
way to the restaurant. She advised the decedent arrived with two of A.L.’s children and was very
angry and upset. She stated she has never seen the decedent like that. He was irate, she said, and
it looked like his “mouth was white,” presumably suggesting he was frothing at the mouth. He
jumped on the counters and knocked all the stuff down, J.T. stated. She advised A.L. tried to
calm him down, but he pushed her and began chasing T.S. around. She advised she saw the
decedent point the gun at T.S. while he was chasing T.S.
She advised she was inside when the officers arrived and could not hear what they were
saying, but she could see their lips moving and could tell they were telling him to put the gun
down. She was by the drink machine when she heard the gunshots. She assumed it was the
decedent shooting at police but later learned the police had shot at the decedent. J.T. explained
that while the decedent was talking to T.G., she could not see the gun because the decedent was
crouched down.
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J.T. advised she recorded some of the events on her cellphone.
W.M. (Customer)
W.M. was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center. W.M. advised he
was at the Burger King waiting on his food when a man entered the business. He described the
man as being very angry. He stated the decedent went behind the counter, and then he heard the
sound of items being thrown around in the kitchen area. W.M. observed another man run from
the kitchen area being chased by the decedent. W.M. advised a female tried to stop the decedent,
but he pushed her to the ground and ran outside. W.M. described the decedent as “wide open,
hot, livid.” The decedent had a small black handgun in his hand. W.M. advised that, once outside
the business, the decedent pointed the gun at the person running away, but he never fired the
weapon.
W.M. advised he was in the parking lot when the police arrived and saw the decedent
kneeling down beside a car. W.M. did not have a full view of the decedent, but it appeared he
was talking to someone in the car he was knelt down beside. W.M. advised the police began
yelling for the person to drop the gun several times. He recalled that, at first, he heard them tell
the decedent to put the gun down and, judging from the tone of the officers’ voices, he did not
think the decedent was posing a threat, but the officers kept telling him and then he could hear a
change in their tone, which became more assertive. He heard two gunshots.
J.M. (Customer)
J.M. was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center. J.M. stated he arrived
at the restaurant and witnessed the employees running out, being chased by a man with a gun. He
stated that he observed the decedent pointing the gun at employees. The decedent then returned
to the business and tried to get in, pounding on the door. The decedent must have broken back in,
J.M. said. The decedent then came back out screaming and shouting and started pointing the gun,
which he described as a black semi-automatic firearm. J.M. believed the decedent was going to
shoot, that the employees were in danger, and he was afraid to get out of his car.
The last time J.M. saw the decedent with the gun, he was pointing it and walking down
toward the employees, but he came back and started pounding on the door and no longer had the
gun. The decedent broke back in, and the people inside the restaurant scrambled.
The decedent next walked to a red vehicle that belonged to the manager, who had arrived.
While the decedent was speaking to the manager, two officers arrived. J.M. advised that he heard
the officers both tell the decedent to “Drop the gun!” approximately 15 to 20 times. He then
heard two gunshots. He was unable to see the male at that time and could not state whether he
had a weapon or not because he was crouched down. J.M. stated that the police did their job and
all the decedent had to do was obey their commands.
R.N. (Burger King employee)
R.N. was interviewed by detectives at the Law Enforcement Center. R.N. advised he was
working at the Burger King. R.N. was outside the Burger King when he saw T.S. running
alongside the drive-thru and then run inside the Burger King. The decedent was behind him
wearing a sweater or jacket. The decedent pulled out a gun and possibly chambered or cocked it.
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The decedent then ran inside the Burger King. T.S. ran back out and kept running away from the
Burger King.
R.N. walked back into the Burger King and saw the decedent with the gun. The decedent
then walked out the front door. He then pulled the front door back open and started yelling at
A.L. stating, “You did this – you did this.” The decedent – with the gun – then went back out the
front door. R.N. stated that as the decedent was walking out, he put the gun in his jacket.
R.N. stated that at this point, the general manager pulled up and said, “What’s going on?”
The general manager started talking to the decedent by the general manager’s car and hugged
him, and the decedent started crying. R.N. stated that the police then pulled up. The two officers
drew their guns and told the decedent several times to drop the gun. R.N. stated that what felt
like five to 10 minutes later, he heard three to four gun shots. Again, the available physical
evidence suggests only two shots were fired. R.N. advised that he did not know whether the
decedent had pulled the gun back out.
S.S. (Burger King employee)
S.S. was interviewed at the Law Enforcement Center. S.S. works at the Burger King. She
stated she arrived to work around 8:07 a.m. on March 25, 2019. She knows the decedent as
“Dchris.” The decedent was texting T.S.’s phone, and S.S. knew that the decedent was coming to
the Burger King.
S.S. went outside to smoke and saw T.S. running out the building and the decedent
running out, chasing after T.S. S.S. stated she was scared for her life. She and T.S. ended up
running around the building twice. The first time, she did not see the decedent with a gun, but the
second time, she did see the gun. She saw the decedent chasing after T.S. with the gun and saw
the decedent pointing the gun at T.S. While the decedent was chasing after T.S. with the gun,
S.S. got scared and asked a customer in the drive-thru for a ride. S.S. got in the back seat of the
customer’s car, and they drove away and went across the street to the McDonald’s parking lot.
S.S. stated that she saw the police pull up and could hear the police yelling at the
decedent to put the gun down. She heard two shots and, when it was all over, she went across the
street to talk to police.
E.B. (Customer)
E.B. stated that she was driving from Gastonia and stopped at the Burger King. E.B.
parked and was facing the Burger King doors as she talked with a coworker. She stated that she
saw a bunch of employees running out of the door and then saw a man come out of the Burger
King. She immediately knew something was going on because the man looked like he was
chasing someone. The man ran around the Burger King, and she saw him come through the same
doors again, but this time, he was holding a black handgun in his hand. He looked around as if he
was looking for someone in particular. He ran toward the drive-thru. When she saw this, she
immediately left and drove down the street to seek safety. She went to a store across from the
library and came back to the McDonald’s. She saw T.S. go into the library on Beatties Ford
Road. When she got to the McDonald’s, the police were already at the Burger King and
“whatever happened had already happened.”
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M.H. (Customer)
M.H. advised he was in the drive-thru of the Burger King when he saw people running
around outside. An upset female wearing a Burger King uniform ran up to his car and asked to
get into his vehicle. M.H. stated the female got into the back seat of his vehicle. The female
stated that the decedent was inside the Burger King with a gun. The female told him that the
decedent was chasing after his ex-girlfriend’s new boyfriend. M.H. stated he drove from the
Burger King drive-thru across the street to the McDonald’s parking lot. The female was still in
the back seat and was scared. The female pointed out a man who was standing next to a
burgundy Honda and identified him as the person who had the gun. The police then pulled into
the parking lot of the Burger King. Two police cars pulled in and drew their guns on the male
beside the Honda. Shortly after the police arrived and drew their weapons, he heard two shots.
R.L. (Customer)
R.L. stated that he had stopped at the Burger King to meet a client who was supposed to
pay him for a job. He was in the parking lot facing the restaurant entrance that faces the parking
lot when he saw people running out of the side door. R.L. saw the decedent come running out of
the door, chasing after another man. R.L. stated he saw the decedent pointing the gun at the
subject he was chasing. The decedent then went back inside the Burger King and stuck the gun
back in his pocket. R.L. believed the decedent put the gun in his left pocket.
R.L. recalled that a burgundy vehicle pulled into the parking lot and parked in front of the
Burger King doors, and the decedent began talking to the front seat passenger of the car and gave
the passenger a hug. At that point, the police pulled up, and two officers ordered the decedent to
drop the gun numerous times. R.L. had no doubt the decedent knew who the police were and
heard them. R.L. stated that the passenger in the car was telling the decedent to put the gun
down. R.L. said officers told the decedent to back away from the man in the car.92 He could hear
the officers yelling at the decedent and telling him to drop the gun several times, and then he
heard the shots being fired by police. From his position, he could not see what the decedent was
doing when police shot because the subject was kneeled or bent down. R.L. stated that he did not
believe the officers had a choice.
Precious Robinson
Detectives investigating at the scene located a person they described as a red-haired black
female speaking to reporters and a group that had gathered across the street from the Burger
King. Detectives noted that she appeared to be making statements to the media that indicated she
had direct knowledge of what occurred at the Burger King. Detectives stated that the female did
not make herself available to be interviewed by police at the time.
The female described by detectives appears to be the person interviewed by members of
the media who identified herself as Precious Robinson. She is referenced in the following media
reports:

92

Other evidence suggests it is likely R.L. heard officers instructing other onlookers to back away from the
burgundy vehicle.
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https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/article228373559.html
https://www.wfae.org/post/activists-officer-who-shot-franklin-must-be-charged#stream/0
In a video published by the Charlotte Observer, Ms. Robinson claimed that there were
two men fighting. She stated that one man was trying to protect an employee from another man
who was threatening the employee. She claimed that the man who was protecting the employee
and the man who was threatening the employee engaged in a fist fight. She stated that the man
who had been threatening the employee was beaten in the fist fight and pulled out a pistol. She
claimed that when the police arrived, the man with the pistol ran and the man who had been
protecting the employee started to walk back to a car. She claimed police started telling him to
drop the weapon, but he did not have a weapon and police shot him.
The account given by Precious Robinson to the media, and not law enforcement, is not
consistent with the physical evidence, the video evidence, or the accounts of more than 14
civilian witnesses who agreed to be interviewed by detectives.
E.

Video evidence

The events leading up to the shooting were captured by both Burger King surveillance
cameras and cellphone video by J.T., a Burger King employee. As stated above, although the
information in this video evidence encompasses details of events occurring prior to Officers Deal
and Kerl’s arrival that would not have been known to Officers Deal and Kerl at the time of the
encounter, this information is relevant to the legal analysis of this incident. Were Officer Kerl to
be charged in this matter, a jury would potentially hear information relating to these events
because it “complet[es] the story of a crime by proving the immediate context of events near in
time and place.” State v. Sexton, 153 N.C. App. 641 (2002). This is sometimes called the
“complete story rule.”
The Burger King surveillance video captured images of the decedent arriving on foot at
8:59:18 with two children, as well as the events occurring inside the Burger King. (1-2) (3-16).
The surveillance video depicts the decedent as significantly agitated, as he can be observed
chasing T.S., striking A.L and pinning her against a window, and brandishing his firearm
throughout the dining room of the restaurant.
Cellphone video recorded by employee J.T. captured the decedent pointing the gun at
T.S. as T.S. was fleeing toward the drive-thru. (1) (2) (3).
The events occurring after police arrived were captured by Officer Kerl’s body-worn
camera. Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera reflects that Officer Deal was the first officer to give
the decedent a command. Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera also reflects that the officers gave
the decedent approximately 20 commands over a period of 32 seconds prior to receiving the one
and only response by the decedent. Officer Deal’s first command to the decedent was “let me see
your hands,” which was repeated numerous times by both Officers Deal and Kerl. Officer Kerl
then crossed in front of Officer Deal to directly in front of the decedent and gave the command to
“put the gun down,” which was repeated multiple times by Officers Deal and Kerl. Officer Kerl
can then be heard advising, “he’s got a gun.” Officers Deal and Kerl then gave numerous
commands to “drop the gun” or “drop the weapon.” It is at this point that the decedent can be
heard giving his one and only response to officers by telling officers, “I heard you the first time.”
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Prior to this response, the decedent can be seen “staring” as described by the officers in their
interviews, as well as shifting his gaze between the passenger, the officers, and the others
present. After the decedent stated, “I heard you the first time,” Officers Deal and Kerl gave the
decedent a minimum of seven more commands beginning with “drop it” and “drop the weapon
now” and changing to multiple commands to “put it on the ground” and “put the gun on the
ground.” Ultimately, after Officer Kerl fired two shots at the decedent, he appeared to utter,
“You told me to...,” before he fell to the ground. Certainly, this evidence would appear to suggest
the decedent revealed an intent to comply with the officers’ commands after he was shot. This
suggestion does not resolve the question of whether Officer Kerl was reasonable to believe
otherwise when she used lethal force.
Frame-by-frame analysis of body-worn camera may well be categorized as the type of
hindsight analysis warned against by the courts, in that it is “more reflective of the peace of a
judge’s chambers than of a dangerous and threatening situation on the street.” In fact, the
timeframe between the gun first becoming visible on Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera and the
first shot by Officer Kerl could be measured in tenths of a second. Similarly, while frame-byframe analysis of the body-worn camera is helpful in supplementing officer recollections to
determine how events have transpired, the actual view and perceptions of a moving officer will
necessarily be different than the events captured by a fixed camera mounted at chest level. With
those caveats, a careful analysis of the body-worn camera at the time of the shooting appears to
show the decedent holding the firearm in his right hand. The gun is not perfectly parallel or
perpendicular to Officer Kerl, Instead, it appears that the butt of the gun is slightly angled in
Officer Kerl’s direction. As discussed below, this is not consistent with the account of T.G., the
civilian witness who appears to be in the best position to see the gun, or the recollections of
Officers Deal or Kerl. The angle of the gun may also turn slightly during the very brief period
that the gun is visible, but it is impossible to determine with certainty given the angle of the
video and brevity of the visibility of the gun.
Officer Kerl’s body-worn camera also confirms the presence of three individuals within
feet of the decedent during the encounter with officers, although two of these individuals
returned to the restaurant prior to the shooting, leaving the decedent within inches of the vehicle
passenger, T.G.
F.

Forensic evidence
Autopsy report

The Report of Autopsy Examination issued by the Mecklenburg County Medical
Examiner’s Office found the decedent was likely shot twice resulting in three separate wounds: a
through and through wound to the left upper arm which re-entered the left upper abdomen, and a
separate gunshot wound to the left abdomen. The cause of death was determined to be gunshot
wounds of the abdomen. Ethanol was not detected in the decedent’s blood.
A copy of the Medical Examiner’s Report of Autopsy Examination is attached to this
report as Exhibit 1.
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G.

Analysis

There is no dispute that Officer Kerl fired her weapon and killed the decedent. Therefore,
the central issue in this review is whether or not the State could meet the burden of proving to a
jury beyond a reasonable doubt that Officer Kerl did not act in self-defense. This would mean
proving to a jury of 12 citizens beyond a reasonable doubt that (1) Officer Kerl did not believe it
was necessary to kill the decedent in order to save herself or another from death or great bodily
harm or (2) that Officer Kerl’s belief that it was necessary to kill the decedent was not reasonable
under the circumstances.
Consistent with this office’s Officer-Involved Shooting Protocol, this case was presented
to a group of my most experienced prosecutors for review. This review included a presentation
of the relevant evidence and considerable discussion of the evidence and issues raised in the
incident, including, but not limited to, the body-worn camera, the discrepancies between the
officers’ recollections and the body-worn camera evidence, the commands that were given by the
officers, other reasonable alternative courses of action, the admissible evidence that would be
presented to a jury at any potential trial of the matter, and whether the perceptions and
assumptions made by the officers were patently unreasonable under the law.
My review committee discussed the commands Officers Deal and Kerl gave during the
encounter. Although the decedent did not have a gun in his hands at the time Officers Kerl and
Deal arrived, based on the information in the call that there was an armed man pointing a gun at
an employee of the Burger King, the fact that the decedent’s hands appeared to be concealed
between his legs, the decedent’s lack of response to commands, and the decedent’s failure to
show his hands as instructed, Officer Kerl stated that she believed the weapon was in the
decedent’s hands and thus commanded him to “put the gun down.” This belief is not patently
unreasonable. Based on this belief, the compliance she expected from the decedent was either
verbal, by telling her where the gun was, or physical, by dropping the gun from his hands, which
would have resulted in the gun falling to the ground. As she thought the gun was already in the
decedent’s hands, it follows she would not have been expecting the decedent to reach for the gun
and retrieve it from his jacket. These expectations are also not patently unreasonable based on
the circumstances, the available evidence suggests.
My review committee discussed the positioning of Officer Kerl during the encounter as it
related to the imminent danger she perceived to herself. During the encounter, Officer Kerl was
in an open, largely unprotected position, increasing the perceived danger to herself. While
Officer Kerl was the one who chose this position, it appears that this position, while undesirable
for herself, was likely the best position to protect T.G., the passenger of the dark red Honda.
Officer Kerl had the option of taking a less exposed position for herself behind the trunk of the
silver car next to the decedent, but had she taken that position, the passenger of the Honda would
be dangerously positioned in the backdrop if she fired her weapon at the decedent.
My review committee closely and repeatedly examined Officer Kerl’s body-worn
camera. The opportunity to view the body-worn camera multiple times at real speed, slow
motion, and frame-by-frame could allow the viewer to conclude that the decedent was in the
process of putting the gun on the ground at the time of the shooting, however, these events
unfolded in real time within tenths of a second without the opportunity to pause and rewind. The
rapidly evolving nature of these events and various perceptions resulting from the speed at which
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events unfolded is illustrated by the different accounts of how the gun was positioned by all who
were present. While the body-worn camera likely shows the decedent holding the muzzle of the
gun and the butt of the gun angled toward Officer Kerl, (1) Officer Deal perceived the gun as
pointed at Officer Kerl, (2) Officer Kerl believed the decedent held the gun by the handle but
was not sure which direction the muzzle was pointed, and (3) T.G., the civilian who was within
inches of the decedent and in the best position to see the gun, demonstrated the decedent holding
the gun by the handle with the muzzle pointed toward the ground.
Additionally, as the body-worn camera depicts the decedent apparently saying, “You told
me to...,” instantly after he was shot, this evidence alone, while leaving this outcome all the more
tragic, is insufficient to prove the unreasonableness of Officer Kerl’s perceptions and
assumptions of the danger the decedent presented before the shots were fired.
Regardless of the direction the firearm was actually pointing, the law affords an officer
the right to protect his life and the lives of others by acting on her reasonable perception of the
threat confronting her. The decedent did not have a criminal record of violence, but Officer Kerl,
responding to two calls regarding a subject brandishing a gun, did not know that information.
The law did not require Officer Kerl to wait until the firearm was pointed at her before defending
herself. If an officer responding to an active crime scene waits until a firearm is pointed at her
before engaging, it will likely leave that officer with no time to successfully stop a potentially
deadly attack on herself or others, even if the officer is pointing her gun at an armed assailant at
the time. Therefore, it can be lawful for an officer to take lethal action before it is too late to
repel a deadly attack.
Specifically, reaction-time studies dealing with police shootings have concluded that an
armed person is an extreme danger to an officer whether or not the person is pointing the gun at
the officer.93 One study’s results showed that “even well-trained officers, who are operating in
nearly ideal circumstances, with their guns aimed at a suspect, cannot reasonably be expected to
shoot before the suspect raises his or her gun and fires.”94
Given the circumstances present, combined with speed with which the events unfolded,
the State could not prove to a jury that Officer Kerl’s perception that the presence, motion, and
position of the gun posed an imminent threat to her, Officer Deal, and T.G. was unreasonable
beyond a reasonable doubt.
H.

Conclusion

As you are aware, the statutory role of my office in the review of officer-involved
shooting incidents, as with any other case in which there has been a criminal investigation, calls
on me to determine the likelihood of proving the criminal culpability of an individual beyond a
reasonable doubt to a unanimous jury. Generally, such an analysis does not demand I specifically
contemplate the prudence of tactics or the totality of compliance with police procedures and
directives. Similarly, I expect prosecutors in my office to base their case analysis, not on the
unrelated bad acts of a decedent but, instead on whether a viable case can be sustained against
the person who caused his death.
93
94

J. Pete Blair et al. Reasonableness and Reaction Time, 14 Police Q. 323, 330 (2011).
Id. at 338.
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In the analysis above, I have described much about the events which transpired only
moments before Officers Kerl and Deal had a fatal encounter with the decedent, Danquirs
Franklin. I have offered some detail about those occurrences because I believe they included
plausibly admissible evidence in a trial by jury. In those preceding events, available evidence
suggests the defendant assaulted a former intimate partner, violently brandished a firearm in the
presence of children, and terrified a number of people who had every expectation simply of
getting a warm breakfast that morning. These were serious offenses, and, obviously, I would
rather have seen the decedent face trial for each of them. None of those offenses that day
warranted his death, and nothing stated in the analysis above should suggest otherwise.
As Officer Kerl arrived at the scene that morning, she responded instantly with only the
limited information her dispatcher provided, which was that there was an armed person in the
restaurant wanting to fight an employee and that employees had run out of the business. She
knew nothing of the decedent’s agitated state only seconds before, nor did she know that he had
purportedly engaged in prayer with T.G., the passenger of the car outside the restaurant. Yet, we
do know Officer Kerl was misinformed in believing the defendant was holding a firearm in his
hand when she approached him. We know it would be difficult for a person not actually holding
a gun in their hands to comply with the competing commands of “drop the weapon” and “put the
gun on the ground.” While his preceding silent “gaze” can be understood to be an indication of
either passivity or defiance, the decedent’s last utterances certainly offer some suggestion of at
least some final intent to comply with officers’ commands.
And yet, given the circumstances, the risk of serious harm to Officers Kerl and Deal, and
especially to T.G., the passenger of the Honda, is compelling. Other authorities are empowered
to determine whether Officer Kerl was right to assume a position which did not allow her an
optimally informed vantage point of the decedent, but it seems clear she took a position that
enabled her to protect the passenger of the car if the decedent confronted him with lethal force.
When the decedent did indeed pull out a firearm, the car passenger, the person with the closest
proximity to the decedent, stated, “I didn’t know if I was getting ready to get shot or whatever.”
Given the available evidence and circumstances, it seems unlikely a jury would find that Officer
Kerl should have had any more certainty about the decedent’s intentions with the firearm.
After a lengthy and careful review of the investigation, including the information outlined
above, and following a review of a team of senior prosecutors in my office, I have determined
that the State could not prove to a unanimous jury beyond a reasonable doubt that Officer Kerl’s
belief that she faced an imminent threat of death of great bodily harm was unreasonable.
Consequently, I will not be seeking charges related to the death of Danquirs Franklin.
If you have any questions, please contact me directly.
Sincerely,

Spencer B. Merriweather III
District Attorney
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Exhibits:
The Ruger LCP .380 auto pistol recovered from the decedent after being placed on
a nearby vehicle by Officer Kerl.

Back
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The Ruger LCP .380 auto pistol recovered from the decedent.

Back

The magazine from the Ruger LCP .380 auto pistol recovered from the decedent.

Back
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Two shell casings were located in the area where Officer Kerl discharged her weapon.

Back

The two shell casings in relation to location of the dark red Honda.
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Officer Deal’s body-worn camera was located on his traffic vest.

Back

T.G. demonstrating his perception of how the decedent was holding the firearm.
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The decedent approaches and enters the Burger King.
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The following images depict the decedent overturning items in the restaurant, assaulting
A.L., pointing the firearm in the direction of civilians, forcing his way back into the
restaurant, standing on the counter, and banging on the entrance doors.
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Back
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The decedent pointing the gun at T.S. as T.S. flees toward the drive-thru.
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The decedent pointing the gun at T.S. as T.S. flees toward the drive-thru.
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The decedent pointing the gun at T.S. as T.S. flees toward the drive-thru.
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The firearm in the decedent’s hand at the time of the shooting.
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